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Abstract. This paper presents a new automatic target detection (ATD)
algorithm to detect targets such as battle tanks and armored personal
carriers in ground-to-ground scenarios. Whereas most ATD algorithms
were developed for forward-looking infrared (FLIR) images, we have de-
veloped an ATD algorithm for charge-coupled device (CCD) images,
which have superior quality to FLIR images in daylight. The proposed
algorithm uses fast binary template matching with an adaptive binariza-
tion, which is robust to various light conditions in CCD images and saves
computation time. Experimental results show that the proposed method
has good detection performance. © 2005 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation
Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1869997]
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1 Introduction

Human beings can easily recognize targets with good vis
ibility in a peaceful environment. However, human percep-
tion capability deteriorates drastically in a restricted envi-
ronment with low visibility or in hazardous circumstances
such as on the battlefield. Thus, an accurate and robu
automatic target recognition~ATR! technique is required to
compensate for these limitations.

ATR is a military application of pattern recognition that
detects and identifies types of targets. In order to mode
target features, an ATR system generally utilizes CCD im-
ages and/or forward-looking infrared~FLIR! images, and
may also receive data from other information sources suc
as range information from a laser rangefinder, position in
formation from a global positioning system~GPS!, and
weather data. At present, ATR is an extremely importan
component for various defense missions dealing with air
to-ground, ground-to-ground, and air-to-air applications
For instance, the ATR system of battle tanks significantly
reduces the workloads of tank commanders by suggestin
effective responses in real time.

An ATR system typically consists of several algorithmic
components such as detection, segmentation, feature e
traction, and classification,1 as shown in Fig. 1. Among
these components, we are interested in the detection stag
referred to as automatic target detection~ATD!. Generally,
ATD includes both initial detection and clutter rejection.
Initial detection localizes areas in the image where a poten
tial target is likely to be present. Initial detection is compu-
tationally simple, since it must be applied to the entire im-
age. In general, the initial detection has a large number o
false positives. The false positives are filtered out by clutte
rejection, whereas real targets should not be. ATD is cer
tainly one of the most important components, because
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strongly affects the performance of the whole ATR syste
Many researchers have developed the ATD of FLIR i

ages through approaches such as wavelet transforms,2 Ga-
bor filters,3 morphology processing,4 and a fusion of sev-
eral algorithms.5 In general, principal-component analys
~PCA! and multilayer perceptrons~MLPs! are used in the
developed ATD methods.6–11

Installing an ATD system for both FLIR and CCD im
ages on a battle tank would help the tank commander
the target more efficiently, because CCD images are ge
ally superior to FLIR images during daytime. We propo
an ATD algorithm to detect military vehicles in CCD im
ages using binary template matching, which is fast and
bust to various light conditions.

Section 2 briefly introduces a general template match
process and shows the necessity of binary template ma
ing. Section 3 describes the proposed target detec
method including binary template matching. In section
clutter rejection is performed to classify the candidate t
get chips into targets and false positives. In section 5,
proposed ATD method is evaluated experimentally. Fina
conclusions are presented in section 6.

2 Template Matching

The template-matching process finds the location hav
the best similarity between the template and the image a
over which the template is positioned. The correlati
~corr! between the template and the image is generally u
as a measure of similarity for template matching, and
defined as

corr~a,b!5
E@~a2E@a# !~b2E@b# !#

sd@a#sd@b#
, ~1!

whereE@x# and sd@x# are the mean and the standard d
viation of a data set$x%, respectively. Since computation o
-1 March 2005/Vol. 44(3)
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Jun, Sun, and Park: Automatic target detection . . .
the correlation coefficient is expensive, the sum of abso
differences~SAD! or other similar measures can be used
reduce the computational burden. In order to further red
the computation time, template matching is performed w
a skip size, as shown in Fig. 2. We use correlation-ba
adaptive predictive search~CAPS! to reduce the computa
tion time when performing template matching.12 CAPS is
based on the statistics of the template and utilizes the h
correlation between neighboring pixels.

Fig. 1 Block diagram of a typical ATR system.

Fig. 2 Overall block diagram of the proposed ATD algorithm.
036401Optical Engineering
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3 The Proposed Target Detection Method

We propose a binary template matching based on the p
erties of the CCD images, which are susceptible to lig
conditions, as shown in Fig. 3. In our application, we a
sume the real targets are darker than the background.
acquired monochrome CCD images of five targets, nam
two battle tanks and three armored personnel carriers
shown in Fig. 4, with various aspect views. A total of 7
images for each target were taken for different views w
an increment of 5 deg on a clear background. We conve
the acquired gray-level images into binary chips. We
moved both antenna and gun barrels to avoid partially
consistent features and filled holes in the binary chips, w
which binary templates are defined as shown in Fig.
After obtaining the binary chips, we computed four bina
templates using nonsupervised learning, which could rep
sent all binary chips in the template-matching process.
investigated the relation between the detection rate and
number of binary templates, as shown in Fig. 6, whi
shows the detection rate is adequate if the number of bin
templates is four. Therefore, we selected this number
binary templates in the present study.

Fig. 3 CCD image with (a) dark background, (b) bright background.

Fig. 4 Five targets used in this article.
-2 March 2005/Vol. 44(3)
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Before describing nonsupervised learning, we introdu
a similarity feature defined in terms of AND and XOR log
operations on binary images, which are used as a clas
cation criterion. The similarity between binary imagesA
andB is defined as follows:

Similarity5F #~A AND B!

#~A XORB!11G , ~2!

where #(X) denotes the number of pixels having 1 in th
binary imageX.

We classify the binary chips into several groups acco
ing to similar characteristics defined in Eq.~2!. Based on
Fig. 7, the nonsupervised learning procedure is given
follows:

~a! Randomly select four initial templates from the b
nary chips.

~b! Cluster the binary chips into four groups using sim
larity features: Four similarity values according to Eq.~2!
are computed between an input chip and four initial te
plates, respectively. The initial template having the high
similarity among the four determines the group of the
nary chip. The binary chip is then classified into one of fo
groups, each of which is represented by a template.

Fig. 5 An example of a target image: (a) original image, (b) binary
image.

Fig. 6 Detection rate with respect to the number of binary tem-
plates.
036401Optical Engineering
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~c! After clustering, the binary templates are updat
for the four groups. Let the number of binary chips in
group beNc . If the number of binary chips having targe
pixels at (x,y) is larger than or equal to12Nc , the specific
coordinate (x,y) is regarded as a valid pixel and updated
a target pixel in the updated template, as shown in Fig.

~d! Replace the initial templates with the updated te
plates in Fig. 9, and repeat the steps from~b! to ~d! until
there is no further change in the template update.

When we perform the initial detection, we convert th
input image into a binary image using adaptive thresho
ing. Global thresholding for image binarization may res
in distortion in a real image whose intensities vary grad
ally due to illumination. Therefore, we divided the inp
image into many blocks. The size of the blocks is det
mined by the largest target size, and adaptive threshold
is applied to each block. Then, thresholding values for
narization are computed by mean~mean! and standard de
viation ~std! of each block as follows:

Thresholding value5mean2std. ~3!

After image binarization, we define the skip size of tem
plate matching for each binary template. Finding the op
mal skip size is based on the statistics of the template. E
binary template is expanded with a white background
calculate the parameter XOP as follows:

XOP~u,v !5
#~T~x,y!XORTE~x2u,y2v !!

area of T~x,y!
, ~4!

where T(x,y) is the binary template andTE(x,y) is the
expanded template. The resulting XOP(u,v) has a valley at
~0,0!, and we define the skip width and height as one-h

Fig. 7 Block diagram of nonsupervised learning.

Fig. 8 Procedure to update the binary template from binary images
in a group.
-3 March 2005/Vol. 44(3)
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Jun, Sun, and Park: Automatic target detection . . .
the horizontal widthW and one-half the vertical heightH,
respectively, at a cutoff value, as shown in Fig. 10. We
the cutoff at 0.6, and the four horizontal and vertical sk
sizes are correspondingly obtained from four binary te
plates, as shown in Table 1.

The initial detection is performed only to localize ca
didate targets; the precise location of the candidate tar
is not determined. The exact location is refined in the cl
ter rejection stage. We carry out binary template match
using four binary templates with corresponding skip siz
In this initial detection stage, the candidate targets m
include as many real targets as possible while reducing
total number of candidate targets. We define a criter

Fig. 9 Four binary templates.

Fig. 10 Graphical representation to determine the horizontal and
vertical skip sizes: (a) horizontal XOP and (b) vertical XOP.
036401Optical Engineering
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Similarity1 to detect the first candidate targets by templ
matching as follows:

Similarity15
#~T XORA!

area of binary template
<Th1 , ~5!

whereT is the binary template andA is the input binary
image over which the template is positioned in the t
image. We set Th1 to 0.7 in consideration of sensor nois
and image distortion in the binary conversion.

A large number of extracted candidate targets increa
the computation time for the clutter rejection. Thus, w
reduce the number of candidate targets before carrying
the clutter rejection. We choose the expanded block
each first candidate target as shown in Fig. 11. The fi
candidate target block is expanded by the skip width in
horizontal direction and the skip height in the vertical d
rection. Because the first candidate targets give rough
formation on the target localization, we can assume that
expanded block area completely includes the real targ
We then reperform binarization of the original image on t
expanded block with a more precise thresholding val
which can effectively discriminate the real targets from t
background in the expanded block area. Thresholding
ues for the expanded block are computed by the differe
between the mean and standard deviation of the expan
block, as described in Eq.~3!. We thereafter reapply binary
template matching to the expanded block with Eq.~5!,
where Th1 is 0.6, which corresponds with the condition
Fig. 10. In addition, satisfying Eq.~5!, we perform binary
dilation on the second candidate target block, which
termed the second candidate target, with a 333 structuring
element to reduce noise and loss of target pixels. As sho
in Fig. 12, the number of second candidate targets is
markably reduced from the 20 randomly selected test
ages.

Fig. 11 Choice of the expanded block for the first candidate target.

Table 1 Skip sizes of four binary templates.

Template Skip width Skip height

1 3 4

2 12 4

3 11 4

4 5 4
-4 March 2005/Vol. 44(3)
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4 Clutter Rejection

We again perform template matching, with a skip size o
pixels on the candidate block, and with a more accur
criterion Similarity2 as follows:

Similarity25

#~T AND A!

area of T
1

chip size2#~T XORA!

chip size

2

3100. ~6!

The range of Similarity2 is from 0 to 100. If Similarity2 is
smaller than the thresholding value Th2 , the binary image
is classified as clutter, as shown in Fig. 2. The threshold
value of Th2 is 85, which is empirically determined here
yield a low false-positive rate. Figure 13 shows a recei
operating characteristic~ROC! curve measured with Th2

585. Considering the experimental results in Figs. 14 a
15, we select an optimal skip size of 2 pixels for the d

Fig. 12 Reducing the number of candidate targets.

Fig. 13 Detection rate and false-positive rate.
036401Optical Engineering
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5 Experimental Results

To assess the performance of the suggested approach
proposed detection method was applied to numerous C
test images having various light conditions and Gauss
noise. In the experiment, the size of the binary template
35318 and the input image is 3203240.

First, we generated test images comprising various s
ations such as multiple targets, nearby targets, and o
lapped targets in a real background. Second, we modi
the test images for various light conditions, such as bri
and dark test images, as follows:

f p~m,n!5H 255 if f o~m,n!1d.255,

0 if f o~m,n!1d,0,

f o~m,n!1d otherwise,

Fig. 14 Detection results for various skip sizes.

Fig. 15 Average computation time for various skip sizes.
-5 March 2005/Vol. 44(3)
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Jun, Sun, and Park: Automatic target detection . . .
where f o(m,n) is the original image andf p(m,n) is the
modified image simulated for the light conditions. In th
experiment, the bright and dark test images were obtai
with d5100 and2100, respectively, as shown in Figs. 1
and 17. The range of detection rate was from 96% to 9
for the various light conditions, as shown in Fig. 18. F
nally, we added Gaussian noise with various standard
viations ~std!. We then investigated the detection rate w
respect to the standard deviation of the added noise
shown in Fig. 19. The detection rate approached 98% u
the standard deviation was 25, while the false-positive r
was less than 2%, as shown in Fig. 20.

We compared our method with a strict binary templa
matching process without the enhancement of an adap
skip size or a second candidate target scheme. As an
pated, the computation time of the strict binary templa
matching was near 2.2 s, which is slower than that of o
method, primarily because the strict binary template mat
ing does not exploit the adaptive skip size. In addition, t
false-positive rate is larger than that of the propos
method. Finally, we compared the proposed method w
morphology processing,4 which has been used in variou

Fig. 16 Example of a bright test image (mean value: 231).

Fig. 17 Example of a dark test image (mean value: 59).
036401Optical Engineering
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Fig. 18 Detection results for various light conditions.

Fig. 19 Example of a test image with Gaussian noise.

Fig. 20 Detection result when random Gaussian noise is added.
-6 March 2005/Vol. 44(3)
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Jun, Sun, and Park: Automatic target detection . . .
ATR systems for many years. As shown in Fig. 21, t
detection rate of our algorithm is near 98%, while that
morphology processing is smaller than 70%.

Lastly, the average computation time of our algorithm
0.13 s for a 3203240 image, while that of the fast~1-D!
morphology processing is near 1 s in aPentium III ~2 GHz
with 512 Mbyte of memory!.

6 Conclusions

This paper has proposed a new automatic target detec
method for CCD images in ground-to-ground scenari
The proposed algorithm utilizes binary template matchi
which is performed with an adaptive skip size obtain
from the template in order to reduce the computation tim
After initial detection, a detailed search is executed on
extracted candidates. Then, a predefined similarity mea
is computed and the candidate target chips are class
into real targets and clutter. We applied the propos
method to numerous test images with various light a
noise conditions. Our proposed method could accepta
detect military vehicles in CCD still images.
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